This paper deals with robust registration of object views in the presence of uncertainties and noise in depth data. Errors in registration of multiple views of a 3D object severely a ect view integration during automatic construction of object models. We derive a minimum variance estimator (MVE) for computing the view transformation parameters accurately from range data of two views of a 3D object. The results of our experiments show that view transformation estimates obtained using MVE are signi cantly more accurate than those computed with an unweighted error criterion for registration.
Introduction
An important issue in the design of 3D object recognition systems is building models of physical objects. Object models are extensively used for synthesizing and predicting object appearances from desired viewpoints and also for recognizing them in many applications such as robot navigation and industrial inspection. It becomes necessary on many occasions to construct models from multiple measurements of 3D objects, especially when a precise geometric model such as a CAD description is not available and cannot be easily obtained. This need is felt particularly with 3D free-form objects, such as sculptures and human faces that may not possess simple analytical shapes for representation. With growing interest in creating virtual museums and virtual reality functions such as walk throughs, creating computer images corresponding to arbitrary views of 3D scenes and objects remains a challenge.
Automatic construction of 3D object models typically involves three steps: (i) data acquisition from multiple viewpoints, (ii) registration of views, and (iii) integration. Data acquisition involves obtaining either intensity or depth data of multiple views of an object. Integration of multiple views is dependent on the representation chosen for the model and requires knowledge of the transformation relating the data obtained from di erent viewpoints. The intermediate step, registration, is also known as the correspondence problem 1] and its goal is to nd the transformations that relate the views. Inaccurate registration leads to greater di culty in seamlessly integrating the data. It ultimately a ects surface classi cation since surface patches from di erent views may be erroneously merged, resulting in holes and discontinuities in the merged surface. For smooth merging of data, accurate estimates of transformations are vital. In this paper we focus on the issue of pairwise registration of noisy range images of an object obtained from multiple viewpoints using a laser range scanner.
We derive a minimum variance estimator to compute the transformation parameters accurately from range data. We investigate the e ect of surface measurement noise on the registration of a pair of views and propose a new method that improves upon the approach of Chen and Medioni 1]. We have not seen any work that reports to date, establishing the dependencies between the orientation of a surface, noise in the sensed surface data, and the accuracy of surface normal estimation and how these dependencies can a ect the estimation of 3D transformation parameters that relate a pair of object views. We present a detailed analysis of this \orientation e ect" with geometrical arguments and experimental results.
Previous Work
There have been several research e orts directed at solving the registration problem. While the rst category of approaches relies on precisely calibrated data acquisition device to determine the transformations that relate the views, the second kind involves techniques to estimate the transformations from the data directly. The calibration-based techniques are inadequate for constructing a complete description of complex shaped objects as views are restricted to rotations or to some known viewpoints only and therefore, the object surface geometry cannot be exploited in the selection of vantage views to obtain measurements.
With the second kind, inter-image correspondence has been established by matching the data or the surface features derived from the data 2]. The accuracy of the feature detection method employed determines the accuracy of feature correspondences. Potmesil 3] matched multiple range views using a heuristic search in the view transformation space. Though quite general, this technique involves searching a huge parameter space, and even with good heuristics, it may be computationally very expensive. Chen and Medioni avoid the search by assuming an initial approximate transformation for the registration, which is improved with an iterative algorithm 1] that minimizes the distance from points in a view to tangential planes at corresponding points in other views. Besl and McKay 4], Turk and Levoy 5], Zhang 6 ] employ variants of the iterated closest-point algorithm. Blais and Levine 7] propose a reverse calibration of the range-nder to determine the point correspondences between the views directly and use stochastic search to estimate the transformation. These approaches, however, do not take into account the presence of noise or inaccuracies in the data and its e ect on the estimated view-transformation. Our registration technique also uses a distance minimization algorithm to register a pair of views, but we do not impose the requirement that one surface has to be strictly a subset of the other. While our approach studies in detail the e ect of noise on the objective function 1] that is being minimized and proposes an improved function to register a pair of views, Bergevin et al. 8, 9] propose to register all views simultaneously to avoid error accumulation due to sequential registration. Haralick et al. 10] have also showed that a weighted least-squares technique is robust under noisy conditions under various scenarios such as 2D-2D, 3D-3D image registration.
A Non-Optimal Algorithm for Registration
Two views, P and Q of a surface are said to be registered when any pair of points, p and q from the two views representing the same object surface point can be related to each other by a single rigid 3D spatial transformation T , so that 8p 2 P; 9q 2 Q such that kT p ? qk = 0, where T p is obtained by applying the transformation T to p, and T is expressed in homogeneous coordinates as a function of three rotation angles, , and about the x, y and z axes respectively, and three translation parameters, t x , t y and t z . The terms \view" and \image" are used interchangeably in this paper. The approach of 1] is based on the assumption that an approximate transformation between two views is already known and the goal is to re ne the initial estimate to obtain more accurate global registration. The following objective function was used to minimize the distances from surface points in one view to another iteratively:
where T k is the 3D transformation applied to a control point p i 2 P, i = 1 : : : N at the kth iteration, l i = fa j (p i ?a) n p i = 0g is the line normal to P at p i , q k i = (T k l i )\Q is the intersection point of surface Q with the transformed line T k l i , n k q i is the normal to Q at q k i , S k i = fs j n k q i (q k i ?s) = 0g is the tangent plane to Q at q k i and d s is the signed distance from a point to a plane as given in Eq. (2) . Note that` ' stands for the scalar product and` ' for the vector product. Figure 1 illustrates the distance measure d s between surfaces P and Q.
This registration algorithm thus nds a T that minimizes e k , using a least squares method iteratively. The tangent plane S k i serves as a local linear approximation to the surface Q at a point.
The intersection point q k i is an approximation to the actual corresponding point q i that is unknown at each iteration k. An initial T 0 that approximately registers the two views is used to start the iterative process. The signed distance d s , from a transformed point T p i ; p i 2 P to a tangential 
where T p i = (x; y; z) T and S k i = (A; B; C; D) T de ne the transformed point and the tangential plane respectively. Note that (x; y; z) T is the transpose of the vector (x; y; z). By minimizing the distance from a point to a plane, only the direction in which the distance can be reduced is constrained. The convergence of the process can be tested by verifying that the di erence between the errors e k at any two consecutive iterations is less than a pre-speci ed threshold. The line-surface intersection given by the intersection of the normal line l i and Q is found using an iterative search near the neighborhood of prospective intersection points.
Registration and Surface Error Modeling
Range data are often corrupted by measurement errors and sometimes lack of data. The errors in surface measurements of an object include scanner errors, camera distortion, and spatial quantization, and the missing data can be due to self-occlusion or sensor shadows. Due to noise, it is generally impossible to obtain a solution for a rigid transformation that ts two sets of noisy threedimensional points exactly. The least-squares solution in 1] is non-optimal as it does not handle the errors in z measurements and it treats all surface measurements with di erent reliabilities equally. Our objective is to derive a transformation that globally registers the noisy data in some optimal sense. With range sensors that provide measurements in the form of a graph surface z = f(x; y), it is assumed that the error is present along the z axis only, as the x and y measurements are usually laid out in a grid. There are di erent uncertainties along di erent surface orientations and they need to be handled appropriately during view registration. Furthermore, the measurement error is not uniformly distributed over the entire image. The error may depend on the position of a point, relative to the object surface. A measurement error model dealing with the sensor's viewpoint has been previously proposed 11] for surface reconstruction where the emphasis was to recover straight line segments from noisy single scan 3D surface pro les.
In this paper, we show that the noise in z values a ects the estimation of the tangential plane parameters di erently depending on how the surface is oriented. Since the estimated tangential plane parameters play a crucial role in determining the distance d s which is being minimized to estimate T , we study the e ect of noise on the estimation of the parameters of the plane tted and on the minimization of d s . The error in the iterative estimation of T is a combined result of errors in each control point (x; y; z) T from view 1 and errors in tting tangential planes at the corresponding control points in view 2. Figure 2 (a), an error in z (the uncertainty region around z) directly a ects the estimated surface normal. In the case of an inclined plane, the e ect of errors in z on the surface normal to the plane is much less pronounced as shown in Figure 2 (b). Here, even if the error in z is large, only its projected error along the normal to the plane a ects the normal estimation. This projected error becomes smaller than the actual error in z as the normal becomes more and more inclined with respect to the vertical axis. Therefore, our hypothesis is that as the angle between the vertical (Z) axis and the normal to the plane increases, the di erence between the tted plane parameters and the actual plane parameters should decrease.
Fitting Planes to Surface Data with Noise
We carried out simulations to study the actual e ect of the noise in the z measurements on estimating the plane parameters and to verify our hypothesis. The conventional method for tting planes to a set of 3D points uses a linear least squares algorithm. This linear regression method implicitly assumes that two of the three coordinates are measured without errors. However, it is possible that in general, surface points can have errors in all three coordinates, and surfaces can be in any orientation. Hence, we used a classical eigenvector method (principal components analysis ) 
and h = (A; B; C; D) T be the vector containing the plane parameters. We solve for the vector h such that kAhk is minimized. The solution of h is a unit eigenvector of A T A associated with the smallest eigenvalue. We renormalize h such that (A; B; C) T is the unit normal to the tted plane and D is the distance of the plane from the origin of the coordinate system. This planar t minimizes the sum of the squared perpendicular distances between the data points and the tted plane and is independent of the choice of the coordinate frame.
In our computer simulations, we used synthetic planar patches as test surfaces. The simulation data consisted of surface measurements from planar surfaces at various orientations with respect to the vertical axis. Independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian and uniform noise with zero mean and di erent variances were added to the z values of the synthetic planar data. The standard deviation of the noise used was in the range 0.001{0.005 in. as this realistically models the error in z introduced by a Technical Arts 100X range scanner 13] that was employed to obtain the range data for our experiments. The planar parameters were estimated using the eigenvector method at di erent surface points with a neighborhood of size 5 5. The error E fit in tting the plane was de ned as the norm of the di erence between the actual normal to the plane and the normal of the tted plane estimated with the eigenvector method. Figure 3(a) shows the plot of E fit versus the orientation (with respect to the vertical axis) of the normal to the simulated plane at di erent noise variances. The plot shows E fit averaged over 1,000 trials at each orientation.
It can be seen from Figure 3 (a) that in accordance with our hypothesis, the error in tting a plane decreases with an increase in the angle between the vertical axis and the normal to the plane. When the plane is nearly horizontal (i.e., the angle is small), the error in z entirely contributes to E fit as indicated by Figure 2 to have the same behavior with orientation as shown in Figure 3 (a). Similar curves were obtained with a uniform noise model also 14]. These simulations con rm our hypothesis about the e ect of noise in z on the tted plane parameters as the surface orientation changes. We repeated the simulations using the linear regression method to t planes to surface data. We refer the reader to 14] for details. Figure 3(b) shows the error E fit between the tted and actual normals to the plane at various surface orientations when i.i.d. Gaussian noise was added to the z values. Our hypothesis is well supported by this error plot also.
Proposed Optimal Registration Algorithm
Since the estimated tangential plane parameters are a ected by the noise in z measurements, any inaccuracies in the estimates in turn, in uence the accuracy of the estimates of d s , thus a ecting the error function being minimized during the registration. Further, errors in z themselves a ect d s estimates (see Eq. 2). Therefore, we characterize the error in the estimates of d s by modeling the uncertainties associated with them using weights. Our approach is inspired by the Gauss-Markov 
where 2 ds is the estimated variance of the distance d s . When the reliability of a z value is low, the variance of the distance 2 ds is large and the contribution of d s to the error function is small, and when the reliability of the z measurement is high, 2 ds is small, and the contribution of d s is large; d s with a minimum variance a ects the error function more. One of the advantages of this minimum variance criterion is that we do not need the exact noise distribution. What we require only is that the noise distribution be well-behaved and have short tails. In our simulations, we employ both Gaussian and uniform noise distributions to illustrate the e ectiveness of our method. We need to know only the second-order statistics of the noise distribution, which in practice can often be estimated.
Estimation of the Variance 2 ds
We need to estimate 2 ds to model the reliability of the computed d s at each control point, which can then be used in our optimal error function in Eq. (4). Let the set of all the surface points be denoted by P and the errors in the measurements of these points be denoted by a random vector .
The error e ds in the distance computed is due to the error in the estimated plane parameters and the error in the z measurement, and therefore is a function of P and . Since we do not know , if we can estimate the standard deviation of e ds (with as a random vector) from the noise-corrupted surface measurements P, we can use it in Eq. (4).
Estimation of 2 ds Based on Perturbation Analysis
Perturbation analysis is a general method for analyzing the e ect of noise in data on the eigenvectors obtained from the data. It is general in the sense that errors in x, y and z can all be handled. This analysis is also related to the general eigenvector method that we studied for plane estimation. The analysis for estimating 2 ds is simpler if we use linear regression method to do plane tting 14]. Since we t a plane with the eigenvector method that uses the symmetric matrix C = A T A computed from the (x; y; z) measurements in the neighborhood of a surface point, we need to analyze how a small perturbation in the matrix C caused by the noise in the measurements can a ect the eigenvectors. Recall that these eigenvectors determine the plane parameters (A; B; C; D) T which in turn determine the distance d s . We assume that the noise in the measurements has zero mean and some variance and that the latter can be estimated empirically. The correlation in noise at di erent points is assumed to be negligible. Estimation of correlation in noise is very di cult but even if we estimate it, its impact may turn out to be insigni cant. We estimate the standard deviation of errors in the plane parameters and in d s on the basis of the rst-order perturbations, i.e., we estimate the \linear terms" of the errors.
Before we proceed, we discuss some of the notational conventions that are used: I m is an m m identity matrix; diag(a; b) is a 2 2 diagonal matrix with a and b as its diagonal elements. Given a noise-free matrix A, its noise-matrix is denoted by A and the noise-corrupted version of A is denoted by A( ) = A + A . The vector is used to indicate the noise vector, X( ) = X + X . We use ? with a corresponding subscript to specify the covariance matrix of the noise vector/matrix. For a given matrix A = A 1 
A T A is a 4 4 noise or perturbation matrix associated with A T A. If A T A can be estimated, then the perturbation h in h can be estimated by a rst-order approximation as in Eq. (5).
We estimate A T A from the perturbation in the surface measurements. We assume for the sake of simplicity of analysis that only the z component of a surface measurement X i = (x i ; y i ; z i ) T has errors, with this general model. This analysis is easily and directly extended to include errors in x and y if their noise variances are known.
Let z i have additive errors z i , for 1 i n. We then get 
If the errors in z at di erent points on the surface have the same variance 2 , we get the covariance matrix ? A T = 2 diag(P 1 ; P 2 ; ; P n ); (9) where P i ; 1 i n, is a 4 4 sub matrix:
P i = 
Now, consider the error in h. As 
Then the covariance matrix of h is given by 
Once the variance of d s , 2 ds is estimated, we employ it in our optimal error function: points are in complete registration and when there is no noise. We generated two views of synthetic planar surfaces with the view transformation between them being an identity transformation. We experimented with the planar patches at various orientations. We added uncorrelated Gaussian noise independently to the two views. Then we estimated the distance d s at di erent control points using Eq. (2) and computed its standard deviation. The plot shows the values averaged over 1,000 trials. As indicated by our hypothesis, the actual standard deviation of d s decreases as the planar orientation goes from being horizontal to vertical. As the variance of the added Gaussian noise to the z measurements increases, ds also increases. Similar results were obtained when we added uniform noise to the data 14]. We compared the actual variance with the estimated variance of the distance (Eq. (16)) in order to verify whether our modeling of errors in z values at various surface orientations is correct. We computed the estimated variance of the distance d s using our error model using Eq. (16) with the same experimental setup as described above. Figure 4 Simulation results, when we repeated the experiments to compute both the actual and the estimated ds using the planar parameters estimated with the linear regression method, were similar to those shown in Figure 4 . This also demonstrates the important fact that the method used for planar tting does not bias our results.
Simulation Results

View Registration Experiments
In this section we demonstrate the improvements in the estimation of view transformation parameters on real range images using our MVE. We will henceforth refer to Chen and Medioni's technique 1] as C-M method. We obtained range images of complex objects using a Technical Arts laser range scanner. We performed uniform subsampling of the depth data to locate the control points in view 1 that were to be used in the registration. From these subsampled points we chose a xed number of points that were present on smooth surface patches. The local smoothness of the surface was veri ed using the value of residual standard deviation resulting from the least-squares tting of a plane in the neighborhood of a point. A good initial guess for the view transformation was determined automatically when the range images contained the entire object surface and the rotations of the object in the views were primarily in the plane. Our method is based on estimating an approximate rotation and translation by aligning the major (principal) axes of the object views 14]. Figures 5(a) and 5(c) depict the two major axes of the objects. We used this estimated transformation as an initial guess for the iterative procedure in our experiments, so that no prior knowledge of the sensor placement was needed. Experimental results show the e ectiveness of our method in re ning such rough estimates. The same initial guess was used with the C-M method and the proposed MVE. We employed Newton's method for minimizing the error function iteratively.
In order to measure the error in the estimated rotation parameters, we utilize an error measure that does not depend on the actual rotation parameters. The relative error of rotation matrix R, E R is de ned 16] to be E R = kR?Rk=kRk, whereR is an estimate of R. Since RI = R, the geometric sense of E R is the square root of the mean squared distance between the three unit vectors of the rotated orthonormal frames. Since the frames are orthonormal, E R = p (dx 2 + dy 2 + dz 2 )= p 3. The error in translation, E t is de ned as the square root of the sum of the squared di erences between the estimated and actual t x , t y and t z values. Figure 5 shows the range data of a cobra head and a Big-Y pipe. The gure renders depth as pseudo intensity and points almost vertically oriented are shown darker. View 2 of the cobra head was obtained by rotating the surface by 5 about the X axis and 10 about the Z axis. Table 1 the values of E R and E t for the cobra views estimated using only as few as 25 control points. It can be seen that the transformation parameters obtained with the MVE are closer to the ground truth than those estimated using the unweighted objective function of C-M method. Even when more control points (about 156) were used, the estimates using our method were closer to the ground truth than those obtained with the C-M method 14]. We also show the performance of our method when the two viewpoints are substantially di erent and the depth values are very noisy. Figure 5 shows two views of the Big-Y pipe generated from the CAD model. The second view was generated by rotating the object about the Z axis by 45 . We also added Gaussian noise with mean zero and standard deviation of 0:5 mm to the z values of the surfaces in view 2. Table 2 shows E R and E t computed with 154 control points. It can be seen from these tables that the transformation matrix, especially the rotation matrix obtained with the MVE is closer to the ground truth than that obtained using C-M method. The errors in translation components of the nal transformation estimates are mainly due to the approximate initial guess. Table 2 : Estimated transformation for the cobra views.
Results
the Big-Y views.
Our method re ned these initial values to provide a nal solution very close to the actual values. Our method also handled large transformations between views robustly. With experiments on range images of facial masks, we found that even when the depth data were quite noisy owing to the roughness of the surface texture of the objects and also due to self-occlusion, more accurate estimates of the transformation were obtained with the MVE. When the overlapping object surface between the views is quite small, the number of control points available for registration tends to be small and in such situations also the MVE has been found to have substantial improvement in the accuracy of the transformation estimate. Note that measurement errors are random and we minimize the expected error in the estimated solution. However, our method does not guarantee that every component in the solution will have a smaller error in every single case. We also used the MVE for re ning the pose estimated using cosmos-based recognition system for free-form objects 14]. The rotational component of the transformation of a test view of Vase2 (View 1 shown in Figure 6 (a)) relative to its best-matched model view (View 2 shown in Figure 6 (b)) was estimated using surface normals of corresponding surface patch-groups determined by the recognition system. A total of 10 pairs of corresponding surface patch-groups was used to estimate the average rotation axis and the angle of rotation. These rotation parameters (r = (0:005288; ?0:004433; 0:024552) and = 0:180429 radians) were used to compute the 3 3 rotation matrix which was then used as an initial guess to register the model view (View 2) with the test view (View 1) of Vase2 using the MVE. We note here that the computational procedure for MVE was augmented using a veri cation mechanism for checking the validity of the control points during its implementation 17]. We derived the results presented in this section using this augmented procedure. Figures 6(c)-(g) show the iterative registration of the model view with the scene view. It can be seen that the views are in complete registration with one another at the end of seven iterations. Figure 7 shows the registration of a model view with a scene view of Phone through several iterations of the algorithm. The registration scheme converged with the lowest error value at the sixth iteration. It can be seen that even with a coarse initial estimate of the rotation, the registration technique can align the two views successfully within a few iterations. Given a coarse correct initial guess, registration, on the average, takes about 30 seconds to register two range images whose sizes are 640 480 on a SPARCstation 10 with 32MB RAM.
Discussion
In general, all the orientation parameters of an object will be improved by the proposed MVE method if the object surface covers a wide variety of orientations which is true with many natural objects. This is because each locally at surface patch constrains the global orientation estimate of the object via its surface normal direction. For example, if the object is a at surface, then only the global orientation component that corresponds to the surface normal can be improved, but not the other two components that are orthogonal to it. For the same reason, the surface normal of a cylindrical surface (without end surfaces) covers only a great circle of the Gaussian sphere, and thus, only two components of its global orientation can be improved. The more surface orientations that an object covers, the more complete the improvement in its global orientation can be, by the proposed MVE method. An analysis of the performance of the MVE and unweighted registration algorithms with surfaces of various geometries can be found in 14]. When more than two views have to be registered, our algorithm for registering a pair of object views can be used either sequentially (with the risk of error accumulation) or in parallel, e.g., with the star-network scheme 9]. Note however, that we have not extended our weighted approach to the problem of computing the transformation between n views simultaneously. When there is a signi cant change in the object depth the errors in z at di erent points on the surface may no longer have the same variance; the variance typically increases with greater depth. In such situations our perturbation analysis still holds, except for the covariance matrix ? A T in Eq. 9. The diagonal elements of this matrix will no longer be identical as we assumed. Each element, which is a summary of the noise variance at the corresponding point in the image, must re ect the combined e ect of variation due to depth, measurement unreliability due to surface inclination, etc., and therefore a suitable noise model must be assumed or experimentally created.
Summary
Noise in surface data is a serious problem in registering object views. The transformation that relates two views should be estimated robustly in the presence of errors in surface measurements for seamless view integration. We established the dependency between the surface orientation and the accuracy of surface normal estimation in the presence of error in range data, and its e ect on the estimation of transformation parameters with geometrical analysis and experimental results. We proposed a new error model to handle uncertainties in z measurements at di erent orientations of the surface being registered. We presented a rst-order perturbation analysis of the estimation of planar parameters from surface data. We derived the variance of the point-to-plane distance to be minimized to update the view transformation during registration. We employed this variance as a measure of the uncertainty in the distance resulting from noise in the z value and proposed a minimum variance estimator to estimate transformation parameters reliably. The results of our experiments on real range images have shown that the estimates obtained using our MVE generally are signi cantly more reliable than those computed with an unweighted distance criterion.
